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Lin Ziming was speechless by her, which made sense.
“Fifei, you are getting smarter and smarter.”
“But it’s not a problem for you to offend people everywhere like this.
Someone will definitely come to retaliate.” Chu Fei said worriedly.
Lin Ziming said with some emotion: “It’s not that I offended them, but that
they offended me.”
“Then what should I do?” Chu Fei said nervously.
Lin Ziming smiled and said: “What should I do? Soldiers come to cover the
water and soil. Don’t worry, there will be nothing wrong. These people are
Xiaoxi Mi and can’t threaten me. I plan to set up a new security company
and train a batch of people. Strong bodyguards are responsible for your
safety.”
Lin Ziming had this idea for the establishment of a security company a long
time ago, but he was very busy before and couldn’t spare the time to do it.
Now he has broken through to his innate realm, his energy has increased
exponentially, and his IQ has also improved a lot. Troubles that are difficult
to solve can be solved easily now.
Chu Fei nodded and agreed with Lin Ziming’s decision. She firmly held Lin
Ziming’s hand and said seriously: “In any case, you have to protect your
own safety. No accident, you know!”
Lin Ziming said confidently: “Nothing will happen.”
“You promise me that you must protect yourself!”
Lin Ziming and Chu Fei looked at each other and nodded solemnly, “Okay,
I promise you.”
Next, Lin Ziming and Chu Fei have talked about it again. They focused on
shopping. Chu Fei played a woman’s nature and took Lin Ziming to visit
many clothing stores. When she saw the clothes she liked, she bought them. ,
Seems to have endless energy.
Fortunately, Lin Ziming is now in a congenital realm, with inexhaustible
physical strength, otherwise he will definitely feel tired. In fact, he is not
interested in buying clothes at all. Up to now, he has tens of billions of
deposits in his account. He is still wearing ordinary clothes. It is not that he
is reluctant to spend money, but that he really has no need for it.
Suddenly, Lin Ziming felt something. He looked towards three o’clock, and
suddenly saw a familiar figure. He was taken aback and recognized the other
party. He suddenly felt a jump in his heart. He quickly turned his face
around, and then planned to look for it. Hide in a place, don’t let the other
party find out.
However, there is such a coincidence in the world that the other party
actually wants to come to this clothing store to buy clothes.
This is over, Lin Ziming can’t hide in the fitting room.
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“Hey, isn’t this person…Lin Shao?” After the other party walked in and saw
Lin Ziming’s back, she called out in surprise and attracted Chu Fei’s
attention by the way.
In fact, when the other party first came in, Chu Fei discovered that there was
nothing else, because the other party was too seductive and smelled like a
vixen, it was hard not to pay attention.
This woman is not someone, she is Tao Sanniang. She happened to be out
shopping with two girlfriends tonight, planning to buy two pieces of clothes.
She was very surprised at the thought of meeting Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming’s entire face became bitter, and he was unlucky in secret. How
could he meet Tao Sanniang here? I had known that he would not choose to
visit this mall anymore!
Now Tao Sanniang has recognized him, and there is no way for him to hide,
so he turned around, pretending to be surprised, and said, “It turns out to be
Tao Sanniang. I am lucky to meet him.”
He was very polite, mainly for Chu Fei.
Tonight’s Tao Sanniang is wearing a red cheongsam, but she is dressed in
modern clothes. She looks very fashionable and sexy. Although she is not
exposed, her figure is so good that she is exploding and her clothes are
perfect. The outline was very attractive, and she walked along the way
without knowing how many men’s hearts had been taken away.
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